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there is no sound Allardyce rues missed chance for 'best result' DAILY MIRROR, Sunday 25th May 2017 AFLOLAND –

Sunderland manager Sam Allardyce admitted his side “missed a chance for the best result” in their 1-1 draw with Birmingham at
St. Andrews. Jordan Lyden’s first-half strike, his first league goal since arriving from Leeds United in January, was cancelled
out by in-form Darren Moore’s first-half goal. And Allardyce said: “I’m not going to lie and say we’ve got the best result in the

Premier League this season. “I don’t think we’ve got the best result in the Premier League this season. “I think we’ve got a really
good chance of getting a good result next weekend against Watford. “It’s a very interesting way to finish this season, but I think

it’s what people want to see and we’ve missed the best result so far.” Sunderland ended the half in front, thanks to James
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McArthur’s 19th goal of the season, but they failed to make the most of their dominance and struggled to control possession.
Moore converted Sunderland’s best chance shortly before half-time when he tucked away a low cross from Lyden. Allardyce

said: “It’s frustrating because I thought we had a bit of a great chance to get the third goal and move on, but maybe we gave too
much time to the home side. “We gave too much time to the home side and when we had one chance, we went right back and

conceded. “I just don’t think we handled it properly, and that was disappointing because we’re a side that always tries to get the
best of the game and we really should have got more out of the game. 82157476af
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